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ACROSS
 1 Manchester United manager 

1945-69 (4,5)
 6 Cut out surgically (7)
 10 A police station in India (7)
 11 Member of a Christian 

theological movement that holds 
strictly to monotheism (9)

 12 One devoted to the study or 
writing of books (11)

 13, 27 Capable of being viewed 
from all sides (2,3,5)

 14 In golf, a stroke which does not 
connect with the ball (3,4)

 16 Japanese prefecture and city on 
Honshu island (9)

 17 Entertainment genre thought to 
have begun with Candid Camera 
(1948) (7,10)

 20 BBC presenter and sports 
commentator (1920-2003) (5,4)

 23 The motto of the Prince of Wales 
(3,4)

 25 Heroine of books by Johanna 
Spyri (5)

 26 An indoor pastime such as 
charades or blind man’s bluff 
(7,4)

 28 Wife-killing (9)
 29 Bull-like (7)
 30 An ornamental centrepiece for a 

dining table (7)
 31 Moral, physical or cultural 

decline (9)
DOWN
 1 Roald Dahl children’s story (7)
 2 An Italian restaurant (9)
 3 Originally, a large marble; now a 

word for a person’s head (5)
 4 Excessively sentimental (9)
 5 UK No. 7 by Queen (1976) 

written by bassist John Deacon 
(5,2,4,6)

 6 “Candy/is dandy/but liquor/is 
quicker” (Ogden Nash) is an 
example of one (7)

 7 Cooking pot with an outer pan of 
hot water to keep food warm 
(7,4)

 8 Relating to or in the region of the 
hip (7)

 9 The weed Taraxacum officinale 
(9)

 15 Extremely frightening (4-7)
 17 A building where salt is 

crystallised in a process involving 
brine (4,5)

 18 An epidemic outbreak of disease 
in a specific animal population 
(9)

 19 It is said to be the sincerest form 
of flattery (9)

 21 In music, an augmented fourth 
(7)

 22 Of a chess piece, in a position to 
be taken (2,5)

 24 The first president of Tanzania 
(7)

 27 See 13


